
 
Lecture28

1 What is an affine algidvariety Yunus Whatisalgavariety
2 Geometric significanceoflocalization Projective var's gradedalg's
Refs ET Section 1.6 introtoSection 2
1e Recap F is alg closedfield all algebras are comin've unital
Def F algebra A is reduced if it has no nonzeromlp'telements
So for ideal Ic EG xp FCx xn3 I isreduced I is radical
Recall nat e byections

X C algic subsets in Fu w
sowegetthis X VH1

compositebyeatin b I
IlN I
n A

is egesinsgx
xnrs

I thiscomes
A fromgenet's fEx XDITV M A

fIN wgenerators e reduced ft algebras w
it fixedcollectn of ngenerators

Point Usually when we consider algebras we don'tspecify
generators
h Can we talk aboutalgebraic subsets on their own ie

w o specifying an embedding into some F



In Lec23 Sect 2.1 for algic subsets X c F YCE wedefined

the notion ofpolynomial maps q X Y s t 3 f fmcFCK
s t y ftpfm

Thendefine y FAT fCx gogag
this is algebra homomorphism uniquely charact'dby q lgp fj
We've seen in Section 2.2 of Lecture 23 that

q y polymermaps X 73 Homage FG FM

11 Affine var's I
Observation Forpolynomialmaps X Y 2

4,09
X Z ispolynomial yay yoy Fft Fix

yay h hey y 4 4 141
a lid ideas

Definition Polynomialmap y X Y is anisomorphism if
it has Canton unique inversepolymermap g Y X

CorollaryCefObservation For y X Y 1FAE
a y is isomorphism
2 q fEy FIX is algebra isomm

Examples et non isomMs
1 X F Y lyyalcF'tyay y X Y x x x4
It's Isomm w inverse Y X ly yity
It



2 A F Y Ily g cF'lying FansFlygl lyiyi
y X x xD is a bijection butNOT an Isom'm

q fhe FIX g glx xD x so y isn'tsurjive

With notionofisomorphism we can identify differentpolynomial
subsets in different f is so can talk aboutpolynomial
subsets irrespective of embedding those areaffinerarieties

Sometimes an issue if thereis an isomm X Y it doesn't
needto be unique andtheremaybenopreferredchoice
h Can we defineaffinevarieties intrinsically startingfrom
reduced fingenid algebra A

1.27Affine varieties II
Recall for algebraic subsetX have a bijection
X Homaeglftlx3 ttU
Y a f tfKD

Now
given a

reducedfangend F algebra A set HomaegCA Fl
we can view A as sitting inside HomaegCA Fl IF
for fEA de HomaegCAF f x Nfl

For t B A goHomaglffF tlqmaegCB.FI

L I LoE

T



Exercise For c Fly fEx y X Yfrom Sect 2.2
in Lec 23 coincides w q just above

Definition Affinevariety assoc d to A as above is the
set HomaegCAF w additional structures coming from A

13 Zariski closed1open subsets
Definition Let XCF bealgebraic subset Asubset YcX
is called
Zariskiclosed if it's an alga subset inSF
Zariski open if NY is Zariskiclosed

Remarks Yes these are open closedsubsets in Zariskitopology
oEveryZariskiclosedsubset is naturally anaffine

variety This fails ingeneral forZariskiopensubsets

Lemma Have bijection Zariski closedsubsetsofX 3 Y
I

radical ideals inFEM offcFAHflyso
Preet exercise note that we'veseenthisfor X Fngeneral
casefollows fromthere

Remark Note that the collectionofZariskiclosedsubsets is

reformed
from FEX and not from inclusion of X int F



In particular affinevarieties in the setting of Sect 1.2
comewith topology

2 Geometric significance oflocalization X is an algasubsetof F
A FIX Goal understandgeom meaning of localizationsofA

2 4 Af Let fEAbenonEero Af Alf againfingenidalgia
SinceA has noMlp Iits neitherdoesAp Pro60 inHW5

Af affinevary Xp f Xf Af
Q What's connection between X Xp
Havehomonim A Af at G

4Lemma Thepolynilmap Xp X inducedby c isinjective
im c LEXI flat to

Proof X HemaegCAF Xp HemaegCAf F
U w
S3ol 41

Univproperty ofAg Sect 1.2 in Lec 9 implies a homom'm

2 A f factors asJsoc d f to g3 is uniquely
determinedbythis This is exactly the claim of the lemma o

Remarks h LEXI fate isZariskiopen
EveryZariskiopensubsetofX isthe unionCoffinmany

subsets as in Cil
It



22 Am let meAbeMax ideal
Recall forprime idealpcA S Alf localizable
Ap As Nete Am is notfinitelygenerated ingeneral so
doesnt correspond to any affine variety It still has agenomic
meaning that we aregoing to discuss
Forsimplicity assume X isirreducible A FIX isdomain

fractionfield Free A Igtgte every localization ofA is
contained in free A as subring
Choiceofh LEX sothatm feAl fki to
Am Eglgoal to gyga Ag UgFlXp

Conclusion

Everyelement ofAm is afunction on aZariskiopensubset
containing d but which subset we cheese depends onthiselement

Remark WhenX is reducible conclusion still holds but

An UgFlXg makes nosense 6k FIXg Ag are not subrings
in anygivenring ingeneral Tofix this replace U w

direct limit

Exercise For A irreduciblegive asimilardescinfor Apwith
arbitraryprime ideal f
RemarkConterminology Recall Sect2.2 inLeche a comm've

unital ring B is called leaf if ithasuniquemaximalideal



Forexample Ap is local Cwmaximal idealpg e.g Aq is
local The discussionabovegives ageometricjustification
to this terminology thisalgebra controls what happens locally
inZariskitopology near LEX

BONUS
Bt What is an algebraicvariety
We'vediscussedaffine alga varietiesNow we aregoing to

addressthequestion in the title
A common approach to constructinggeometricobjects is to

glue themfrom simplerobjects Forexample C manifolds are

gluedfromballs in Euclideanspaces M YDa whereDa
VERYHulk1 Thecondition is roughly thatfor all a.gs
in theindex set the images ofDanD under ya Ypare open
subsets in Iv cD2 I 1hr11at and the resulting composition
ypogI Ya DTDg DanDp YpDanOpl
is C which makes sense 6k this is a map betweenopen
subsets in IR Thank to this definition it makes to speak
aboutvarious Gobjectse.g CImaps M N

Similarly it makes senseto speak aboutcomplexanalytic
manifolds we use balls in 1C and requirethatypeyj is
complex analytic youmight have studied that for

a p
in which case the resulting objects appear

when
youstudy

qyanalytic
continuation ofholomorphicfunctions



Something like that happens for algebraic varieties The
building blocks are affine algebraic varieties andthey are

glued together usingpolynomial isomorphisms if thevarietyof
interest is reasonable separated in a suitablesense theintersectionoftwoopenaffine subvarieties isagainaffine so we can

just use what we have in thislecture
We can define thenotion of apolynomialmapfake morphism

g X Y is amorphism if we can cover Xs UUi Y UVj wopen
dfinevarieties s t H i F j ly Ui cVj K y Ui Vj is a
polynomialmap of affine varieties
B2 Projective varieties andgradedalgebras
Here comes themostimportantexampleofthe construction
sketched above

We start with F viewed as a vectorspace Theprojective
spaces TP P F t as a set consistsof t dimensional subspaces
inSF In otherwords it consists ofequivalence classes
Xo xd w Xo HE f to where equivalentmeans

proportionalLet us explain how gluing works
Let Ui Lxo xilxi to3 io n Then themap

Ui Fn Exo xD Y Y is a bijectionthat
will beused to identify U w F Note that go UilUj
isgivenby nonvanishing of a single coordinate so is anaffine

variety And one can show that

q
454T Cfi UilUj yj MilUj



is apolynomial isomorphism
Example let a 2 Let go y be coordinates

en folUd F Q yCU F Then gilUI4 isgivenby
Tito k YooYIsendsgo toyo which is apolynomial isomorphism
as we have invertedy
So IP is an algebraic variety
One cangeneralizethis construction Let 9 FkE FCx xD
behomogeneouspolynomials ofdegree e If Fi vanishes at
a nonzeropoint in Fh then it also vanishes on the line
between thispoint l So it makes sense to speakabout
the zero locus of Fi inFP note that Fi isNOTafunction
P F Thisgives rise to the zero locus V F E andLena
to the notion of an algebraic subsetofPh
Exercise VCFa E Alli is an algebraic subsetin Ui AE
So VFa Fk is an algebraic variety Varieties ofthatkind
are calledprojective
Here's a reason why we care about them Let F E So

1C has the usual topology Andso does P withUi's
being open subsets

Important exercise B iscompact intheusual topology
And so every Vlf E is compact In Geometry Topology

we like compact spaces more than noncompact as theybehave
better in many ways Andwhile not all compact intheusual

typology algebraic
varieties areprojective theprojectiveones



are nicest
Now we discuss a connection betweenprojectivevarieties

graded algebras Thevanishing locus of VCE Fieldepends

only on Fa E a homogeneousideal
Exercise If Icf Exe xD is a homogeneous ideal then so

is its radical
In fact VlFa E only depends on CGmf similarly to

the affine case Thisgives rise to a bijection between

Algebraic subsets of Bh
and radicalhomogeneousideals in Elx xD thatdonot

contain 1
Exercise What ideal corresponds to
So starting from an algebraic subset in IP weget afinitely

generated reducedgrated algebra thequotient of FExe xDby
the corresponding ideal Note that the elements ofthisalgebra
are not functions on the initial algebraic subsetofB
Conversely let D Ai be a fingenidgradedreduced

Falgebra w Ao F Fromthisalgebra we can construct a

projective variety Namely if A isgeneratedby A K A is
a graded quotient of FCx xD then we considerthe

algebraic subset of IP definedby the kernel of fExo xd A
which is a homogeneous ideal
In general ifA isn'tgeneratedbyA we havethefollowing
Exercise D d e St Aki Adi isgeneratedbyAd



Afun fact theprojectivevariety weget is independent
ofthe choice ofdup to an isomorphism

Example Take A FGoxD w usualgrading It gives rise
to theprojective line IP Now consider Acy It'sgenerated
by yo Xi yi x yi xp All relations

between these
elements aregeneratedbygya y

The corresponding algebraic
subset is Eyeyiydly.geyi3 Denote itby X

We aregoing to construct twomutually inversepolynomial
maps

between IP X Let y D X begivenby
xi.MG x x xixp Now wedefine y X D

YKyigya
Gigi ifgate
cyiyd.ify.to

Exercise Check
gy are well defined mutually inverse

maps Furthermore check that y y are morphisms inthesense
explained in the endof B1
A connection withprojective varieties


